
deduce
[dıʹdju:s] v

1. выводить (заключение, формулу и т. п. ); делать вывод, заключать
to deduce an inference (from the facts) - сделать вывод (из фактов)
to deduce that ... - сделать вывод /заключить/, что ...
other evidence may be deduced from this work - из этой работы можно извлечь и другие сведения

2. проследить, установить (чьё-л. происхождение и т. п. )
to deduce one's family [one's descent] from the Conquest to the present day - проследить историю своей семьи [свою
родословную] со времён (норманнского) завоевания до наших дней

3. редк.
1) образовывать
2) образовываться, происходить
4. уст. вычитать
5. уст. приводить (к чему-л. ), сводить (к чему-л. )

Apresyan (En-Ru)

deduce
de·duce AW [deduce deduces deduced deducing ] BrE [dɪˈdju s] NAmE

[dɪˈdu s] verb (formal)

to form an opinion about sth based on the information or evidence that is available

Syn:↑infer

• ~ sth (from sth)We can deduce a lot from what people choose to buy.
• ~ (from sth) that, what , how, etc… Can we deduce from your silence that you do not approve?

see also ↑deduction

Derived Word: ↑deducible

Verb forms:

Word Origin:
late Middle English (in the sense ‘lead or convey’): from Latin deducere, from de- ‘down’ + ducere ‘lead’ .

Example Bank:
• Using the evidence available it is possible to deduce quite a lot about how these people lived.
• We deduce from his behaviourthat he is trying to gain attention.
• We deduced from his absences that he was not happy at college.
• Can we deduce from your silence that you don't approve?
• She deduced that he couldn't have been at home when the attack took place.
• Try to deduce what might havehappened next.
• We can deduce a lot from what people spend their money on.

Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary 8th Ed.

deduce
de duce AC /dɪˈdju s$ dɪˈdu s/ BrE AmE verb [transitive] formal

[Word Family: adjective: ↑deducible, ↑deductive; verb: ↑deduce; noun: ↑deduction]

[Date: 1400-1500; Language: Latin; Origin: deducere 'to lead out', from ducere 'to lead']
to use the knowledge and information you have in order to understand something or form an opinion about it

deduce that
From her son’s age, I deduced that her husband must be at least 60.

deduce from
What did Darwin deduce from the presence of these species?

—deducible adjective
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